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Joint User Association and Bandwidth Allocation in
Semantic Communication Networks
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Xiaoqian Li, Member, IEEE, and Muhammad Ali Imran, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Semantic communication (SemCom) has recently
been considered a promising solution to guarantee high re-
source utilization and transmission reliability for future wireless
networks. Nevertheless, the unique demand for background
knowledge matching makes it challenging to achieve efficient
wireless resource management for multiple users in SemCom-
enabled networks (SC-Nets). To this end, this paper investigates
SemCom from a networking perspective, where two fundamental
problems of user association (UA) and bandwidth allocation (BA)
are systematically addressed in the SC-Net. First, considering
varying knowledge matching states between mobile users and as-
sociated base stations, we identify two general SC-Net scenarios,
namely perfect knowledge matching-based SC-Net and imperfect
knowledge matching-based SC-Net. Afterward, for each SC-Net
scenario, we describe its distinctive semantic channel model from
the semantic information theory perspective, whereby a concept
of bit-rate-to-message-rate transformation is developed along
with a new semantics-level metric, namely system throughput in
message (STM), to measure the overall network performance.
In this way, we then formulate a joint STM-maximization
problem of UA and BA for each SC-Net scenario, followed by
a corresponding optimal solution proposed. Numerical results in
both scenarios demonstrate significant superiority and reliability
of our solutions in the STM performance compared with two
benchmarks.

Index Terms—Wireless semantic communication, background
knowledge matching, user association, bandwidth allocation.

I. INTRODUCTION

CURRENT wireless networks are witnessing tremendous
traffic demands to accommodate the upcoming pervasive

application intelligence alongside large-capacity and multi-
modal content delivery services, including text, image, speech,
and video [2], [3]. In response to the ever-increasing data rates
and stringent requirements for low latency and high reliability,
it is foreseeable that available communication resources like
spectrum or energy will gradually become scarce. Combined
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with the almost insurmountable Shannon limit, these destined
bottlenecks are, therefore, motivating us to hunt for bold
changes in the new design of future networks, i.e., making
a paradigm shift from bit-based traditional communication to
context-based semantic communication (SemCom) [4]–[14].
The concept of SemCom was first introduced by Weaver in his
landmark paper [4], which explicitly categorizes communica-
tion problems into three levels, including the technical problem
at the bit level, the semantic problem at the semantic level, and
the effectiveness problem at the information exchange level.
Nowadays, the technical problem has been thoroughly investi-
gated in the light of classical Shannon information theory [15],
while the evolution toward SemCom is just beginning to take
shape, with the core focus of meaning delivery rather than
traditional bit transmission.

To be concrete, a transmitter in SemCom first leverages
background knowledge relevant to source messages to filters
out irrelevant content and refine semantic features that only
require fewer bits for transmission, the process of which is
called semantic encoding. Once the destination receiver has the
required knowledge, the local semantic interpreters are capable
of accurately restoring the original meaning from the received
bits, even if there are intolerable bit errors at the syntactic
level. This process is called semantic decoding. Consequently,
efficient exchanges for the desired information with ultra-low
semantic ambiguity can be achieved in SemCom under equiv-
alent background knowledge between source and destination,
while significantly alleviating the resource scarcity [5]–[7].

As a matter of fact, there have been several noteworthy
related works paving ways for the development of SemCom.
Powered by advanced natural language processing (NLP)
algorithms, the authors in [8] and [9] developed a Transformer-
based text sentence similarity metric to measure the semantic
performance in end-to-end SemCom systems. In parallel, two
speech distortion ration-related semantic metrics are employed
in [10] for testing the speech signals received via SemCom.
Moreover, [11] sought the possibility of applying SemCom
into wireless virtual reality video delivery to realize high-
performance feature extraction and semantic recovery. Apart
from these semantic-transceiver-design related works, some
researches on information-theoretic characterization for Sem-
Com is also of paramount importance. The authors in [6]
and [12] quantitatively measured semantic entropy by putting
forward a semantic channel coding theorem, which is based on
the logical probability of messages proposed by Carnap and
Bar-Hillel in [13]. Besides, [14] recently studied the semantic
rate-distortion function of information source on the basis of
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its intrinsic state and extrinsic observation in the memoryless
source case.

Given the above preliminary works on link-level SemCom,
we believe that it is time to move forward to the upper
layer, i.e., investigating wireless SemCom from a networking
perspective. In this respect, our main task lies on seek-
ing the optimal wireless resource management strategy in
the SemCom-enabled network (SC-Net) to optimize its overall
network performance in a semantics-aware manner. Especially
considering the unique demand for background knowledge
matching between multiple mobile users (MUs) and multi-
tier base stations (BSs), efficient resource management should
still be indispensable in the SC-Net, which can yield a host of
benefits, such as ensuring high quality of SemCom services
and strengthening bandwidth utilization.

Considering the novel paradigm of SC-Net, we are encoun-
tering three fundamental networking challenges as follows:

• Challenge 1: How to mathematically construct a reason-
able semantic channel model in view of the characteris-
tics of SemCom? Different from the traditional bit-based
channel models, the first priority in the semantic channel
model is to mathematically characterize semantic infor-
mation delivered from a source to its destination [14]. In
particular, mismatched background knowledge between
the semantic encoder and decoder can cause a certain
degree of semantic ambiguity as well as information
distortion [6]. Hence, the first challenging problem is how
to sketch a reasonable semantic channel model based on
different knowledge matching degrees from a semantic
information theory perspective.

• Challenge 2: How to define a proper metric to measure
the SemCom-related network performance? Since the
meaning of delivered messages, rather than transmitted
bits, becomes the sole focus of SemCom, traditional
performance metrics based on Shannon’s legacy, such
as system throughput in bit, are no longer applicable to
measure the network performance of SC-Net. Given the
unique semantic channel model, how to define a proper
SemCom-related metric should be another challenge.

• Challenge 3: How to determine an optimal resource
management strategy to maximize the SemCom-related
performance of SC-Net? In the cellular network archi-
tecture, user association (UA) and bandwidth allocation
(BA) are two key mechanisms to realize resource man-
agement [16]. When it comes to SC-Net, besides practical
constraints like limited bandwidth resources and single-
BS association, varying degrees of knowledge matching
between MUs and BSs should also impose new stringent
criteria on the UA and BA. Especially noting that the
SemCom-related network performance is linked with the
stochasticity of source information generation, how to
efficiently devise a joint optimal UA and BA strategy
forms the third challenge.

To the best of our knowledge, no paper has addressed all
these challenges before. In this paper, we mainly investigate
the resource management problem in the downlink of SC-
Net. By taking into account the unique knowledge matching

mechanism in SemCom, two different SC-Net scenarios are
identified along with their respective joint optimization prob-
lems in terms of UA and BA. Correspondingly, two effective
solutions are proposed to achieve the optimal semantics-level
performance of SC-Net. In a nutshell, our main contributions
are summarized as follows:

• We first identify and formally define two general SC-
Net scenarios based on all possible knowledge matching
states between MUs and BSs, namely perfect knowledge
matching (PKM)-based SC-Net and imperfect knowledge
matching (IKM)-based SC-Net. We then mathematically
describe the distinctive semantic channel capacity model
for the PKM-based SC-Net scenario from a semantic
information-theoretical perspective. Taking this as the
baseline case, the semantic channel model of IKM-
based SC-Net is systematically constructed. The above
addresses the aforementioned Challenge 1.

• Given the unique semantic channel models of SC-Net, we
leverage a bit-rate-to-message-rate (B2M) transformation
function to measure the message rate of each SemCom-
enabled link, whereby a new metric, namely system
throughput in message (STM), is effectively developed
to accurately characterize the overall network perfor-
mance at the semantic level. This corresponds to the
aforementioned Challenge 2. Moreover, two joint STM-
maximization problems of UA and BA are formulated for
the two SC-Net scenarios, respectively.

• Resource management solutions are derived separately
under the two scenarios. For the deterministic optimiza-
tion problem in the PKM-based SC-Net, we directly
employ a primal-dual decomposition method with a
Lagrange-multiplier method to obtain the optimal UA and
BA strategy. Notably, for the case of IKM-based SC-Net
with a stochastic optimization problem, we particularly
devise a two-stage solution to tackle with it. The first
stage exploits a chance-constrained model to transform
the primal stochastic problem into a deterministic one by
introducing a given semantic confidence level, followed
by the second stage solution using an interior-point
method and a heuristic algorithm to finalize the joint
optimal solution of UA and BA. Hence, Challenge 3 is
also well addressed.

• Extensive simulations are conducted for both SC-Net
scenarios to evaluate the performance of proposed so-
lutions. Compared with two baselines, numerical results
demonstrate significant superiority of our solutions in
terms of STM performance. Moreover, the importance of
adequate knowledge matching is also revealed, which can
ensure low semantic ambiguity and high message rates in
SemCom.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
next section first presents the semantic channel models of
both PKM-based and IKM-based SC-Nets. Then for the two
different SC-Nets, Section III and IV formulate their joint UA
and BA optimization problems and propose the corresponding
solutions, respectively. Numerical results are demonstrated and
discussed in Section V, followed by conclusions in Section VI.
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Fig. 1. An overview of SC-Net.

II. SEMANTIC COMMUNICATION MODEL

A. Background Knowledge Matching in SemCom

Consider an SC-Net scenario as shown in Fig. 1, where
all communication parties (i.e., BSs and MUs) are capable of
performing SemCom with each other. Recall that the accuracy
of SemCom strongly relies on the matching degree of correct
background knowledge between the transceiver (i.e., each
pair of interrelated BS and MU), and the better knowledge
matching degree is believed to guarantee lower semantic
ambiguity and more efficient information interaction [5], [6],
[8]. Taking a single downlink in Fig. 1 as an example, when
a message related to the personal favorite music genre is
delivered from a BS to an associated MU, they must have
the same background knowledge in the musical domain so as
to achieve accurate SemCom. In other words, the MU should
ensure that its associated BS has the background knowledge
that matches its own as closely as possible before requesting
its desired SemCom services.

On this basis, a key concept of auxiliary knowledge base1

(KB) is introduced in SemCom, which is deemed a small
information entity that stores the background knowledge of
one particular application domain (such as music or sports)
corresponding to a certain type of SemCom service [5], [7],
[18]. Combined with the powerful computation and storage
ability of the BS, we further assume that each BS holds
random amounts and types of KBs and name them a KB

1The structure of a KB can roughly cover multiple computational on-
tologies, facts, rules and constraints associated to a specific domain [17]. In
recent deep learning-driven semantic coding models, the KB is also treated as
a training database serving a certain class of learning tasks [5], [7]. Relevant
research is beyond the scope of this paper and will not be discussed in depth.

cluster, thus the MUs can acquire different SemCom services
with required KBs by associating with different BSs. Never-
theless, it should be noted that messages received by each MU
may cover differing background knowledge at the same time,
leading to varying degrees of knowledge mismatch between
the MU and its associated BS in the UA process. In this
respect, we give our first definition as follows.

The KB cluster
at BS j / BS j'

Mismatched

All KBs in the 
PKM-based / IKM-based 

SC-Net

Messages
received by MU i 

Matched

Messages
received by MU i' 

BS j 

MU i' MU i 

PKM-based
downlink

IKM-based
downlink

The KBs
required by MU i

The KBs
required by MU i'

PKM-based SC-Net IKM-based SC-Net
BS j'

Matched

Fig. 2. Example illustration of the PKM-based SC-Net (on the left) and the
IKM-based SC-Net (on the right) with respect to a single SemCom-enabled
link.

Definition 1. According to all possible knowledge matching
cases, we define two different SC-Net scenarios, as illustrated
in Fig. 2.

• Perfect knowledge matching (PKM)-based SC-Net: For
each MU in this network, there is at least one available
BS holding all its required KBs to achieve perfect knowl-
edge matching for SemCom.
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• Imperfect knowledge matching (IKM)-based SC-Net: For
each MU in this network, no BS holds all its required
KBs, but its different associated BS may achieve varying
degrees of (imperfect) knowledge matching for SemCom.

From Fig. 2, it can be observed that MU i on the left
is categorized into the PKM case, as its associated BS j
precisely holds all KBs coherent with its received messages.
As for MU i′ on the right, its associated BS j′ possesses only
some of the required KBs, thereby only part of its received
messages can be successfully interpreted, the case of which
is defined as IKM. In the following two subsections, we will
elaborate on the above two different SC-Net scenarios and
their corresponding semantic channel models, respectively.

B. Semantic Channel Model in the PKM-based SC-Net

Let us first consider a SemCom diagram as depicted in
Fig. 3. Without loss of generality, the source information (i.e.,
the meaning desired to be conveyed) is modeled as a random
variable W and the generated observable message2 (e.g., a
sentence or a speech signal representing the desired meaning)
is denoted as X , which are defined over an appropriate
product alphabet W × X . Correspondingly, X̂ ∈ X̂ is the
received message (e.g., the reconstructed sentence or speech),
and Ŵ ∈ Ŵ is the interpreted information from X̂ at
the destination side. Among them, one bit encoder and one
bit decoder are connected via a bit pipe (e.g., the wireless
physical channel in traditional communications) to transmit
the codeword Y ∈ Y at a certain code rate [14].

Bit 
Encoder

Bit 
Decoder

Message 
Generator

Source 
Information

Wireless 
Channel

Message 
Interpreter 

Semantic-Channel Encoding

Semantic-Channel Decoding

Background
Knowledge

Inference

Knowledge
Matching

Background
Knowledge

Inference

Fig. 3. A SemCom diagram of information source and destination.

It is worth pointing out that the message generator of the
source in Fig. 3 is to generate X from W based on a specific
semantic encoding strategy, and here we model the semantic
encoding strategy as a conditional probabilistic distribution
P (X|W) as that in [6] and [14]. Meanwhile, we notice that

2The observable message here indicates a sequence of symbols syntac-
tically (extrinsically) expressed in the language of the source, but actually
contains specific information wished to be shared with the destination [6].

different coding strategies P (X|W) can incur different degrees
of semantic ambiguity from a statistical level [5], since a given
observable message may semantically have more than one
meaning while only some of them are true with respect to
(w.r.t.) the source.3 In order to guarantee adequate efficiency
and accuracy for semantic coding, the background knowledge
and the inference capability of each coding model become
crucial in SemCom, as elucidated in [6] and [12]. Herein,
the inference capability can be understood as semantic coding
models’ feature compression and meaning interpretation abili-
ties in the application case of deep learning-driven SemtCom,
which are strongly correlated with the specific structures and
composition of used neural networks [5].4

Further proceeding as in [6], if the message generator and
the message interpreter are assumed to have the identical
inference capability and the perfectly matched background
knowledge, the condition of Theorem 3 (semantic-channel
coding theorem) proposed in [6] can be fully met, stating that
the semantic channel capacity (in units of messages per unit
time, msg/s) of a discrete memoryless channel should be

Cs = sup
P (X|W)

!
sup

P (Y|X )

"
I(X ; X̂ )

#
−H(W|X ) +Hs(X̂ )

$
.

(1)
Here, I(X ; X̂ ) is the mutual information between X and
X̂ under the traditional bit encoding strategy (modeled as
P (Y|X )), while H(W|X ) measures semantic ambiguity of
coding at the source (w.r.t. P (X|W)), both expressed in the
form of classical Shannon entropy. Specially, unlike the above
two terms, Hs(X̂ ) measures the semantic entropy of received
messages calculated by the logical probability (denoted as
Ps(X̂)) [6], where Hs(X̂ ) = −

%
X̂∈X̂ P (X̂) log2 Ps(X̂).5

In this case, if denoting the optimal semantic encoding
strategy as P ∗(X|W), we can substitute it into (1) and obtain

Cs = sup
P (Y|X )

"
I∗(X ; X̂ )

#
−H∗(W|X ) +H∗

s (X̂ )

≜ sup
P (Y|X )

"
I∗(X ; X̂ )

#
+Hs

≜ Cb +Hs,

(2)

where Cb characterizes the traditional Shannon channel ca-
pacity (in units of bits per unit time, bit/s), and Hs =

H∗
s (X̂ ) − H∗(W|X ) is a semantic-relevant term (can be

positive or negative) depending on the background knowledge
(i.e., the aforementioned KBs) and inference capability of
specific semantic coding models adopted at the source and
the destination.

Keeping (2) in mind and let us now consider a single
downlink channel between MU i and BS j in the PKM-based

3This is obvious and has been sufficiently demonstrated with examples
in many existing studies [5]–[7].

4For instance, in NLP-driven SemCom, attention-based models generally
have a better inference capability than traditional recurrent (e.g., LSTM) or
convolutional models (e.g., TextCNN) in the face of context prediction or
sequence transduction related tasks [19].

5The concept of logical probability was first introduced by Carnap and
Bar-Hillel in [13], determining how likely it is for an observable message
to be true, which is quite different from the common statistical probability
P (X̂). More technical details of Ps(X̂) can refer to [5], [6], [12], and [13].
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SC-Net. According to Definition 1, we first know that MU
i and BS j must have the perfectly matched KBs. If further
assuming BS j’s semantic encoder (i.e., message generator)
has equal inference ability to MU i’s semantic decoder (i.e.,
message interpreter), it is seen that Theorem 3 in [6] can be
applied to this link. In line with (2), let Cs

ij be its achievable
message rate, let Cb

ij be its achievable bit rate, and let Hs
ij

be its given semantic-relevant term of this link, thus we can
formalize their relationship by giving the following definition.

Definition 2. In the PKM-based SC-Net, we define SP
ij (·) as

the Bit-rate-to-Message-rate (B2M) transformation function of
the physical link between MU i and BS j, such that

SP
ij

&
Cb

ij

'
≜ Cs

ij = Cb
ij +Hs

ij . (3)

In the light of Shannon theorem, we understand that Cb
ij can

be directly calculated based on the bandwidth and the signal-
to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of the link. Hence,
given the channel condition and the semantic coding models,
we are able to adjust the bandwidth (i.e., the input of SP

ij (·))
allocated to this link so as to optimize the corresponding
achievable message rate (i.e., the output of SP

ij (·)). Moreover,
it can be observed that SP

ij (·) is linear with bit rate Cb
ij , which

renders a clear path towards the solution to the later PKM-
based resource optimization problem.

C. Semantic Channel Model in the IKM-based SC-Net

When it comes to the IKM-based SC-Net, each communi-
cation link no longer satisfies the perfect knowledge matching
condition so that the aforementioned semantic-channel coding
theorem becomes inapplicable to any IKM-based case. More
unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, no work has
proposed a SemCom-related information theory with rigorous
derivations to declare the semantic channel capacity under
mismatched background knowledge between the transceiver
(i.e., the IKM case). Nevertheless, we note in this paper
that for a given IKM-based link, there still exists an explicit
relationship between the achievable message rate and the
knowledge matching degree, i.e., the better the knowledge
matching between source and destination, the more messages
the destination can correctly interpret, and vice versa [5]. The
rationale behind this is quite speculative. For instance, we
know from Definition 2 that the message rate is capable of
reaching an upper bound Cs

ij if MU i and BS j are in the PKM
state, and conversely, no source information can be correctly
interpreted if they have no matched KBs [6].

In view of the above, the following definition describes our
semantic channel modeling for the IKM case.

Definition 3. In the IKM-based SC-Net, we define SI
ij (·) as

the B2M transformation function of the physical link between
MU i and BS j, which is correlated with its PKM-based B2M
function SP

ij (·) in the following manner

SI
ij (·) = βij · SP

ij (·) . (4)

Here, βij is named knowledge matching coefficient modeled as
a random variable with the value ranging from 0 to 1, where
βij = 0 represents a completely mismatched state between

MU i and BS j, and βij = 1 represents a perfectly matched
state.

Clearly, the upper bound of the message rate in the IKM
case must be the message rate obtained in its PKM case (i.e.,
βij = 1), while it is also able to reach zero when there is
no common background knowledge between the transceiver
(i.e., βij = 0), as mentioned earlier. More importantly, since
the information source is generally modeled as a stochastic
process [14], the specific amount of its generated messages
corresponding to the matched KBs or the mismatched KBs
becomes uncertain, even given the knowledge matching state.
As a result, compared to the PKM case, there is always only
a random proportion βij of messages that can be correctly
interpreted in the IKM case, eventually rendering a random
message rate w.r.t. SI

ij (·). In accordance with the above, we
further make the following proposition.

Proposition 1. Given the knowledge matching degree, denoted
as τij , between MU i and BS j in the IKM case, the random
knowledge matching coefficient βij obeys a Gaussian distribu-
tion with mean τij and variance σ2

ij , i.e., βij ∼ N
&
τij ,σ

2
ij

'
,

where σ2
ij = τij (1− τij).

Proof: Consider a downlink case between MU i and BS j,
first suppose that there is a set of source information modeled
as a stochastic process {Wm} (m = 1, 2, . . . ,M ) at the BS
j side, where each Wm is independent of each other [14].
Besides, let Km denote the KB required by source information
Wm for SemCom, and let Kij denote the set of KBs matched
between MU i and BS j. Hence, we can define a KB matching
indicator for source information as follows:

Zm =

!
1, if Km ∈ Kij

0, otherwise
. (5)

Further given the knowledge matching degree τij of the
link between MU i and BS j, thus the probability of suc-
cessful matching of Wm, i.e., the probability of Zm = 1,
becomes τij . Moreover, based on the same link, its different
source information {Wm} should have the same probability
of successful matching, which is absolutely irrelevant to the
knowledge matching situations of other links. As such, {Zm}
obeys the identical binomial distribution w.r.t. τij , such that

!
Pr(Zm = 1) = τij

Pr(Zm = 0) = 1− τij
, (6)

where Pr(·) is the probability measure.
With these, the random knowledge matching coefficient βij

can be now expressed as the mean of the sum of {Zm} from
a statistical average point of view as M approaches infinity,
that is,

βij = lim
M→+∞

1

M

M(

m=1

Zm. (7)

Based on (6) and (7), the classical central limit theorem [20]
can be directly applied to determine the distribution of βij ,
whereby we have βij ∼ N (τij , τij (1− τij)).
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From Proposition 1, it is observed that in the IKM-based
SC-Net case, each BS j is capable of only getting the deter-
ministic information of τij (i.e., the distribution of βij) from its
link associated with MU i, which always leads to a stochastic
optimization problem for IKM-based resource management.
Therefore, the IKM problem is inevitable, and its solution
should be quite distinct from that of the PKM problem due to
the stochasticity of each βij .

D. Basic Network Topology of SC-Net
Let us now consider the network topology of both PKM-

based and IKM-based SC-Nets. As shown in Fig. 1, suppose
that there are a total of U MUs randomly located within the
coverage of B BSs, in which each MU i ∈ U = {1, 2, . . . , U}
can only be associated with one BS j ∈ B = {1, 2, . . . , B} at
a time. Specially, in alignment with Definition 1, first let BP

i

(BP
i ⊆ B, ∀i ∈ U ) denote the set of BSs holding all the KBs

required by MU i. As for the case of IKM-based SC-Net,
assuming there is a minimum threshold for the knowledge
matching degree, denoted as τ0, to guarantee the minimum
quality of SemCom. That way, let BI

i denote the set of BSs
that MU i is eligible for (user association) UA in the IKM-
based SC-Net, where BI

i = {j | j ∈ B, τij " τ0}, ∀i ∈ U .
Based on the above, if we define the binary UA indicator for
both scenarios as xij ∈ {0, 1}, where xij = 1 means that
MU i is associated with BS j and xij = 0 otherwise, the
UA constraints for MU i in the PKM-based and IKM-based
SC-Nets are defined as follows:

(

j∈BP
i

xij = 1 and
(

j∈BI
i

xij = 1, ∀i ∈ U , (8)

respectively.
In the meantime, the total budget for bandwidth allocation

(BA) of BS j is denoted as Nj , and the amount of bandwidth
that the BS j assigns to MU i is denoted as nij . Let γij be the
SINR experienced by the link, so the achievable bit rate can
be found by Cb

ij = nij log2 (1 + γij). Further according to
Definition 2 and Definition 3, the corresponding achievable
message rate is SP

ij

&
Cb

ij

'
in the PKM-based SC-Net and

SI
ij

&
Cb

ij

'
in the IKM-based SC-Net. With these, considering

the uniqueness and significance of message rate in SemCom
(i.e., the conveyed message itself becomes the sole focus of
correct reception in SemCom rather than traditional transmit-
ted bits [5], [6]), we define a new performance metric herein,
namely system throughput in message (STM), to specifically
measure the overall message rates obtained by all MUs in
the network. Consequently, the STM of PKM-based SC-Net
is given as

STM P =
(

i∈U

(

j∈B
xijS

P
ij

&
Cb

ij

'

=
(

i∈U

(

j∈B
xijS

P
ij (nij log2 (1 + γij)) .

(9)

Likewise, the STM of IKM-based SC-Net is

STM I =
(

i∈U

(

j∈B
xijS

I
ij

&
Cb

ij

'

=
(

i∈U

(

j∈B
xijβijS

P
ij (nij log2 (1 + γij)) .

(10)

Based on STM P and STM I , we are now able to jointly
optimize the UA and BA from the SemCom perspective so
as to respectively maximize the overall network performance
for the two SC-Net scenarios.

III. RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN THE PKM-BASED
SC-NET

A. Problem Formulation

In order to empower very high quality of SemCom services
for all MUs in the PKM-based SC-Net, it is of paramount
importance to achieve the optimality of STM P subject to
several SemCom-related and practical system constraints. To
that end, we formulate an STM-maximization problem in
a joint optimization manner of the UA variable xij and
the BA variable nij . For ease of illustration, hereafter we
define a matrix x = {xij | i ∈ U , j ∈ B} and a matrix
n = {nij | i ∈ U , j ∈ B} consisting of all variables related
UA and BA, respectively. Note that both x and n are strongly
correlated to semantic components, for example, x is strictly
constrained by PKM-based links and n determines the upper
bound of not only the bit-based channel capacity but also the
semantic channel capacity. To be specific, the joint optimiza-
tion problem of PKM-based SC-Net is given as follows:

P1 : max
x,n

(

i∈U

(

j∈B
xijS

P
ij (nij log2 (1 + γij)) (11)

s.t.
(

j∈BP
i

xij = 1, ∀i ∈ U , (11a)

(

i∈U
xijnij # Nj , ∀j ∈ B, (11b)

xij ∈ {0, 1} , ∀ (i, j) ∈ U × B. (11c)

Constraint (11a) refers to the aforementioned single-BS con-
straint for UA, which also ensures that only the BSs in
BP
i can associate with MU i to achieve the PKM state.

Constraint (11b) represents that the total bandwidth allocated
to MUs cannot exceed the BA budget of each BS, and
constraint (11c) characterizes the binary property of x.

B. Optimal Solution for UA

Since the main difficulty of solving P1 lies on the 0-
1 constraint in (11c), we first relax x into the continuous
variable between 0 and 1. Notably, although we can directly
solve the relaxed problem after the slack to x, the most
nontrivial point on recovering the binary property of x with
low performance compromise is still intractable. To avoid this
obstacle, in our solution, we assume that there is a minimum
bandwidth amount that BS j should allocate to its associated
MU i, denoted as nT

ij , to guarantee a basic quality of signal
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under the given channel condition. As such, by fixing each nij

as nT
ij , P1 can be rephrased as

P1.1 : max
x

(

i∈U

(

j∈B
xijξ

T
ij (12)

s.t.
(

j∈BP
i

xij = 1, ∀i ∈ U , (12a)

(

i∈U
xijn

T
ij # Nj , ∀j ∈ B, (12b)

0 # xij # 1, ∀ (i, j) ∈ U × B, (12c)

where
ξTij ≜ SP

ij

&
nT
ij log2 (1 + γij)

'
. (13)

Notably, ξTij is deemed a constant in the objective func-
tion (12), since nT

ij , γij , and Hs
ij in the B2M function SP

ij(·)
are all constants for the given link between MU i and BS j.

In the context of P1.1, we employ the Lagrange dual
method [21] to obtain its dual optimization problem herein.
By associating a Lagrange multiplier µ = {µj | j ∈ B},
the inequality constraint (12b) can be incorporated into (12),
thereby its Lagrange function should be

L (x, µ) =
(

i∈U

(

j∈B
xijξ

T
ij+

(

j∈B
µj

)
Nj −

(

i∈U
xijn

T
ij

*
. (14)

Hence, the Lagrange dual problem of P1.1 becomes

D1.1 : min
µ

D (µ) = gx (µ) +
(

j∈B
µjNj (15)

s.t. µj " 0, ∀j ∈ B, (15a)

where we have

gx (µ) = sup
x

(

i∈U

(

j∈B
xij

&
ξTij − µjn

T
ij

'

s.t. (12a), (12c).
(16)

It is worth pointing out that strong duality holds in such
primal-dual transformation, since the objective function (12)
of P1.1 is convex and all its constraints are linear and affine
inequalities, thus satisfying the Slater’s condition [22].

Given the initial dual variable µ, we can first determine
the optimal x (denoted as x∗ =

+
x∗
ij | i ∈ U , j ∈ B

,
), and

then leverage a gradient descent method [22] in charge of
updating µ to solve D1.1 in an iterative fashion. Carefully
examining (16), it is easily derived that based on the fixed
nT
ij , MU i can be served by its optimal BS j if and only if it

satisfies the following condition

x∗
ij =

-
.

/

1, if j = arg max
j∈BP

i

&
ξTij − µjn

T
ij

'

0, otherwise
, ∀i ∈ U . (17)

After getting x∗, the gradient w.r.t. µ in the objective
function D (µ) are calculated and set as the gradient in each
iteration, whereby µj (∀j ∈ B) is updated as

µj (t+ 1) =

0
µj (t)− δ (t) ·

)
Nj −

(

i∈U
xij (t)n

T
ij

*1+

.

(18)

The operator [·]+ here is to output the maximum value between
its argument and zero, ensuring that µ must be non-negative
as constrained in (15a). δ (t) is the stepsize in iteration t
and generally, convergence of the gradient descent method
can be guaranteed with the proper stepsize [23]. Finally, to
further ensure that the BA constraint (12b) is not violated,
the total amount of bandwidth consumed at each BS j needs
to be checked based on the obtained x∗. For each BS that
violates (12b), we choose to reallocate its associated MUs who
are consuming the most bandwidth to other BSs according
to (17), until meeting the bandwidth budget requirements of
all BSs. In summary, by alternatively updating x and µ until
convergence, the UA problem can be well solved in the PKM-
based SC-Net.

C. Optimization Solution for BA

Given the obtained UA solution x∗ and the fixed bandwidth
threshold nT

ij , we can directly formulate the BA problem for
each BS j (∀j ∈ B) as follows:

P1.2(j) : max
n

(

i∈UP
j

SP
ij (nij log2 (1 + γij)) (19)

s.t.
(

i∈UP
j

nij = Nj , (19a)

nij " nT
ij , ∀i ∈ UP

j , (19b)

where
UP
j ≜

+
i | x∗

ij = 1
,
. (20)

Here, UP
j stands for the set of MUs associated with BS j

in the previous UA phase. Owing to the linear property of
SP
ij(·), it is seen that for each P1.2(j), the objective function

as well as all constraints are convex, thereby some efficient
optimization toolboxes such as CVPXY [24] can be applied
to directly finalize the optimal BA solution of PKM-based SC-
Net.

IV. RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN THE IKM-BASED
SC-NET

A. Problem Formulation

Similar to the rationale behind P1, in the IKM-based SC-
Net, achieving the optimality of STM I is also necessary for
optimizing the overall SemCom-related network performance.
Based on the UA indicator x and the BA indicator n,6 the joint
optimization problem of IKM-based SC-Net can be formulated
as

P2 : max
x,n

(

i∈U

(

j∈B
xijβijS

P
ij (nij log2 (1 + γij)) (21)

s.t.
(

j∈BI
i

xij = 1, ∀i ∈ U , (21a)

(

i∈U
xijnij # Nj , ∀j ∈ B, (21b)

xij ∈ {0, 1} , ∀ (i, j) ∈ U × B. (21c)

6In order to avoid unnecessary redundant notations, in the IKM-based
SC-Net, we use the same notations (e.g., x and n, etc.) as in the PKM-based
SC-Net, which have exactly the same physical meaning.
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Different from P1, the UA constraint (21a) in P2 ensures
that only the IKM-enabled BSs in BI

i can associate with MU i,
which is determined by the given minimum knowledge match-
ing threshold τ0 in the network. Likewise, constraints (21b)
and (21c) represent the bandwidth budget limitation of each
BS and the binary nature of x, respectively.

It is worth noting that the introduction of the random knowl-
edge matching coefficient βij leads to the biggest distinction
between P1 and P2, where P1 is clearly a deterministic
optimization problem and P2 is a stochastic optimization
problem. That is, the solution (x,n) to P1 directly determines
the numerical value of STM P , while these two variables in
P2 actually affect the probability density function (PDF) of
STM I (w.r.t. βij). Hence, the main difficulty of solving P2
lies on how to cope with the stochasticity of βij . In the paper,
we dedicatedly develop a two-stage method to determine the
optimal x and n. Specifically, the first stage is to convert the
nondeterministic problem P2 into a deterministic one by lever-
aging a chance-constrained optimization model. Afterward, we
devise an effective heuristic algorithm in the second stage to
finalize the solution of UA and BA for the IKM-based SC-Net.

B. Problem Transformation with Semantic Confidence Level

Carefully examining P2, it can be seen that the random
variable β = {βij | i ∈ U , j ∈ B} only exists in its objective
function (21). By taking into account the distribution of (21),
in our first-stage solution, we employ Kataoka’s model [25]
to introduce a new objective function along with an extra
constraint to make the primal problem suitable for stochastic
optimization without altering the original intention. Denoting
the new objective function as F̄ (x,n) (which expression will
be given later), according to [25], P2 can be equivalently
transformed into

P2.1 : max
x,n

F̄ (x,n) (22)

s.t. Pr
+
STM I " F̄ (x,n)

,
" α, (22a)

(21a), (21b), (21c). (22b)

Constraint (22a) is the newly introduced probabilistic (chance)
constraint by a prescribed confidence level α (0 < α < 1, large
in practice [26]). To be more explicit, due to the randomness
of βij , the goal of P2.1 becomes to reach the optimality of
(x,n) to determine the optimal PDF of STM I , whereby its
lower bound F̄ (x,n) can be maximized based on the given
confidence level α. In this case, we name α as a semantic
confidence level preset for the IKM-based SC-Net.7

Besides, it can be observed that in the case of the optimal
solution to P2.1, STM I has a nondegenerate distribution (i.e.,
it does not reduce to a constant [27]), which means

Pr
+
STM I " F̄ (x,n)

,
= α (23)

should have the same bound effect as constraint (22a) to reach
the optimality of P2.1. According to our Proposition 1, the

7An expected value of optimization goal seems to be also applicable for
the measure of optimality criterion [26]. However, the dispersion of random
variables’ distribution leads to a greater risk of getting a very low profit under
the given expectation, as explained in [25]. Hence, we set a given probability
instead of the expected value in order to seek a higher practicality.

sufficient condition of Theorem 10.4.1 proposed in [27] is
fully satisfied, which is to determine the specific expression
of F̄ (x,n) from (23). As such, we obtain

F̄ (x,n) =
(

i∈U

(

j∈B
xijτijS

P
ij (nij log2 (1 + γij))

− Φ−1(α)

23334
(

i∈U

5

6
(

j∈B
xijσijSP

ij(nij log2 (1 + γij))

7

8
2

,

(24)
where Φ−1(·) is the inverse function of the standard normal
probability distribution. In view of (23) and (24), we see
that even the biggest value of F̄ (x,n) (or in other words,
all (x,n)) satisfies the confidence constraint in (22a). There-
fore, (22a) can now be eliminated in P2.1.

On this basis, here we adopt the same strategy as in (13)
to make P2.1 tractable, where each nij in n is fixed by
the given bandwidth threshold nT

ij in the IKM-based SC-Net.
Meanwhile, the UA variable x is relaxed into continuous as
well to deal with the NP-hard obstacle. Consequently, we can
obtain a deterministic optimization problem as

P2.2 : max
x

F̄ (x) ≜ F̄ (x,n)|nij=nT
ij

(25)

s.t.
(

j∈BI
i

xij = 1, ∀i ∈ U , (25a)

(

i∈U
xijn

T
ij # Nj , ∀j ∈ B, (25b)

0 # xij # 1, ∀ (i, j) ∈ U × B. (25c)

As declaimed in [25] and [26], the convexity of the objective
function F̄ (x) can be guaranteed if assuming α > 1/2, i.e.,
Φ−1(α) > 0. Such an assumption is quite reasonable and
practical, since a too small α means a very high-level limit on
solution space (x,n) according to constraint (22a), which may
even cause the nonexistence of feasible solutions combined
with other constraints in P2.1. In addition, it should be noted
that nT

ij , τij , σij , and α in P2.2 should all be treated as known
constants related to the link between MU i and BS j when
solving this problem.

C. Solution Finalization for UA and BA

In our second-stage solution, we first utilize the interior-
point method [28], to approximately formulate the inequality-
constrained problem P2.2 into an equality-constrained prob-
lem so as to efficiently approach the optimality. To be concrete,
let ϕ(x) be a logarithmic barrier associated with the BA
constraint (25b), where

ϕ(x) =
(

j∈B
log(Nj −

(

i∈U
xijn

T
ij). (26)

That way, P2.2 can be rephrased as

P2.3 : max
x

F̄ (x) + r · ϕ(x) (27)

s.t. (25a), (25c). (27a)

Here, r is a small positive scalar that sets the accuracy of the
approximation, and as r decreases to zero, the maximum of
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the new objective function as in (27) is able to converge to the
optimal solution to the primal problem [28]. It is important to
mention that (27) still holds the convexity since both F̄ (x)
and ϕ(x) are convex. As such, we can easily find a set
x(r) that contains all the optimal xij w.r.t. a given r for
P2.3. Furthermore, according to the sequential unconstrained
minimization mechanism [29], the optimal solution x to P2.2
(denoted as x̂) can be eventually obtained by iteratively
updating the descent value of r until convergence.8

Nevertheless, such x̂ cannot guarantee the binary value for
each x̂ij . Therefore, we devise a heuristic algorithm herein
to finalize the optimal solution to P2 (i.e., x∗) based on the
given x̂. Specifically, each x∗

ij is determined according to the
following rule

x∗
ij =

-
.

/

1, if j = argmax
j∈BI

i

x̂ij

0, otherwise
, ∀i ∈ U . (28)

An implicit interpretation to (28) is that each MU in the IKM
state has multiple potentially associated BSs along with the
corresponding optimal weights, i.e., x̂ijs, which are strongly
correlated with the performance of STM. Therefore, each user
can select the BS with the maximum weight for UA to pursue
the highest overall network performance for the SC-Net.

Nevertheless, the resulted bandwidth consumption may still
exceed some BSs’ budget after executing (28). In this regard,
we utilize the same countermeasure as in the PKM case by
reassigning these MUs who consume the most bandwidth of
these BSs to other BSs, based on their weight list given in x̂,
until the BA constraint (25b) is satisfied at all BSs. Afterward,
similar to the rationale of solving P1.2(j), we can further
formulate the BA optimization problem for each BS j (j ∈ B)
based on the obtained x∗ and the fixed nT

ij . That is,

P2.4(j) : max
n

F̄ (x∗,n) (29)

s.t.
(

i∈UI
j

nij = Nj , (29a)

nij " nT
ij , ∀i ∈ UI

j , (29b)

where
UI
j =

+
i | i ∈ U , x∗

ij = 1
,
. (30)

In each P2.4(j), the objective function (29) is clearly convex
as F̄ (x,n) is convex, and both constraints (29a) and (29b)
are linear, to which the toolbox CVPXY can be applied
as well [24]. Finally, both the UA and BA problems have
been well optimized in the IKM-based SC-Net, even with the
intervention of the random knowledge matching coefficient β.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed
UA and BA solutions for PKM-based and IKM-based SC-
Nets, respectively. In the basic network settings, we randomly
drop 5 pico BSs (PBS), 10 femto BSs (FBS), and 200 MUs in
a circular area with a radius of 500 meters, where a macro BS

8The value of r and its update rule will be well initialized at the beginning
of the barrier method. More technical details can be found in [22].

(MBS) is placed at the circle center. Meanwhile, the transmit
power of the MBS, PBSs, and FBSs is set to 43 dBm, 35 dBm,
and 20 dBm, respectively, each of which has a bandwidth
budget of 2 MHz. For the wireless propagation model, we use
L(d) = 34 + 40log(d) and L(d) = 37 + 30log(d) as the path
loss model of the MBS/PBSs and FBSs, respectively, while
supposing there is a fixed noise power of −111.45 dBm [30].

As for the SemCom-related model, we simulate a general
text transmission-enabled SC-Net environment to examine the
proposed solutions for accurate demonstration purposes. Note
here that the transmission scenarios for other types of content
(e.g., image or video) can also be simulated for performance
test, and the reason we choose the text-based scenario is
because that there already exist well-established NLP-driven
SemCom models. To be specific, the Transformer with the
same structure as proposed in [8] is adopted as a unified
semantic coding model for all SemCom-enabled links, and the
PyTorch-based Adam optimizer is applied for network training
with an initial learning rate of 1×10−3. Apart from this, all the
source information used for transmission is based on a public
dataset from the proceedings of European Parliament [31],
where all initial sentences are pruned into a given word-
counting range from 4 to 30 to facilitate subsequent computing
efficiency and avoid potential gradient vanishing or explosion.
With these, the corresponding PKM-based B2M function
SP
ij(·) can be approximated from model testing and will be

shown later in the results. In the solution simulation of the
PKM-based case, we set a dynamic stepsize of δ(t) = 0.8/t to
update the Lagrange multipliers in (18), where the convergence
of each trial can always be guaranteed. In the IKM-based case,
the knowledge matching degree τij (w.r.t. βij in Proposition 1,
∀ (i, j) ∈ U × B) is unified to 0.5 for all possible links in the
SC-Net, and hereafter we omit the subscript ij from τij for
expression brevity. Moreover, the semantic confidence level is
set to α = 95% in the two-stage solution of the IKM case.

For comparison purposes, we utilize two baselines of UA
and BA algorithms for both the PKM-based and IKM-based
SC-Nets: 1) A max-SINR plus water-filling algorithm [32], in
which each MU is associated with the BS that can provide
the strongest SINR in its UA phase with the water-filling BA
method; 2) A max-SINR plus evenly-distributed algorithm [33]
that adopts the same max-SINR strategy for UA and an evenly-
distributed BA method. Furthermore, a bit rate threshold (w.r.t.
nT
ij) of 0.01 Mbit/s is fixed in both the proposed and baseline

solutions to ensure a basic quality of SemCom services for
all MUs. Notably, all the above parameter values are set by
default unless otherwise specified, and all subsequent simu-
lation results are obtained by averaging over a significantly
large number of trials.

A. Performance Evaluations in the PKM-based SC-Net

We first examine the performance of bilingual evaluation
understudy (BLEU) in the PKM-based SC-Net, which is a
classical metric in the NLP field with a value between 0 and
1 [34]. To be more concrete, it is scored via counting the
word difference between the source and restored texts, and
the closer its score is to 1, the better the text recovery. By
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Fig. 4. The BLEU score (1-gram) vs. bit rates under four different SINRs
of 0, 3, 6, and 9 dB in the PKM-based SC-Net.

Fig. 5. Demonstration of B2M transformation under four SINRs of
Transformer-powered SemCom-enabled links in the PKM-based SC-Net.

Fig. 6. Comparison of the STM performance under different numbers of
MUs in the PKM-based SC-Net.

Fig. 7. Comparison of the STM performance under different numbers of
BSs in the PKM-based SC-Net.

testing the BLEU, the accuracy of semantic interpretation can
be observed, which performance is also strongly related to
the amount of messages MUs can correctly interpret in the
network. As such, we first present the BLEU scores (1-gram)
with different bit rates (i.e., Cb

ij) in Fig. 4, where four different
SINRs are considered in the link. In this figure, it is seen
that the BLEU under each SINR first grows as the bit rate
improves, and soon stays at a stable score after about 0.03
Mbit/s. Besides, we can observe a higher BLEU under a higher
SINR, and when the SINR is larger than 6 dB, the obtained
BLEU scores are almost the same. This trend is predictable
since the received bits can suffer different degrees of signal
attenuation from different channel conditions, and obviously,
the more correct bits the MU receives, the lower semantic am-
biguity it achieves. Particularly, the above phenomena indicate
a necessity of providing a minimum bit rate for MUs under
good channel conditions in the SC-Net to achieve high-quality
SemCom.

According to (2), if the optimal semantic encoding strategy
is guaranteed, it is believed that each MU can obtain a high
message rate as the corresponding bit rate improves, which

trend is related to its BLEU. To test this conjecture, we further
draw the B2M transformation relationship (w.r.t. SP

ij(·)) under
the same four SINRs in Fig. 5. Notably, the message rate
(i.e., Cs

ij) obtained here is based on calculating the amount
of messages correctly interpreted in a given time unit. As
expected, we can see that the transformed message rate grows
at a steady rate with increasing the bit rate, and the better the
SINR, the higher the transformation rate of B2M.

The effectiveness of our UA and BA solution is demon-
strated in the next two simulations, where the PKM-enabled
BS means that each associated MU uses a well-trained Trans-
former decoding model under the perfectly matched training
data. Fig. 6 first compares the proposed solution with the two
baselines by evaluating the STM performance under varying
numbers of MUs between 100 to 200. It is seen that the
STM obtained by our solution always far outperforms the two
baselines. Specifically, the proposed solution always maintains
an average STM at 42.5 kmsg/s, which is around 6 kmsg/s
higher than the max-SINR plus water-filling baseline and 13
kmsg/s than the max-SINR plus evenly-distributed baseline.
Besides, the stable STM trend observed by all methods is
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Fig. 8. The STM performance against varying number of MUs under three
semantic confidence levels in the IKM-based SC-Net.

Fig. 9. The STM performance against varying number of MUs under two
average knowledge matching degrees in the IKM-based SC-Net.

Fig. 10. The STM performance against different numbers of BSs under
three semantic confidence levels in the IKM-based SC-Net.

Fig. 11. The STM performance against different numbers of BSs under two
average knowledge matching degrees in the IKM-based SC-Net.

because that the bandwidth budget of all BSs is reached in the
BA phase, thus it is hard to improve the STM performance
just by increasing the number of MUs.

Furthermore, similar comparisons are conducted with dif-
ferent numbers of PKM-enabled BSs between 10 to 20,
as shown in Fig. 7. Consistent with the results in Fig. 6,
the proposed solution gains an extra average STM around
6 kmsg/s compared with the max-SINR plus water-filling
baseline, and around 12 kmsg/s compared with the max-SINR
plus evenly-distributed baseline. In the meantime, we can see
that the STM performance of our solution increases at the
beginning, and then gradually tends to stabilize after exceeding
20 BSs. As there are more BSs that can provide MUs with
PKM-based SemCom services, the MUs will correspondingly
have more bandwidth resources available to achieve higher
message rates. However, when the number of BSs surpasses
a maximum threshold, the STM performance is believed to
saturate and be even worsen, which is because of the severe
channel interference incurred by the excess BSs.

B. Performance Evaluations in the IKM-based SC-Net

To evaluate the proposed two-stage solution in the IKM-
based SC-Net, Fig. 8 first shows the comparisons of STM
with different numbers of MUs, where three different semantic
confidence levels of α = 55%, 75%, and 95% are taken
into account. From this figure, we can see that the obtained
STM increases with the number of MUs at the beginning,
and soon remains stable after exceeding 130 MUs. This is
because the bandwidth budget of some BSs starts to be reached
after serving the high number of MUs, thereby the STM
is inevitably stabilized, as mentioned earlier. Moreover, an
upward trend of STM performance is observed along with the
reduction of α, which can be explained from two perspectives.
From the mathematical perspective, as introduced in (23),
a higher value of α is equivalent to a lower achievable-
bound on STM, which thus leads to the worse overall network
performance. If we delve it in a semantical manner, due to the
randomness of the knowledge matching degree in the IKM
case, moderately increasing the preset semantic confidence
can reduce the risk of getting below the expected message
rate of each MU. Hence, some performance that compromises
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on STM are considered acceptable in alignment with the
high preset semantic confidence level. Besides, it is seen in
Fig. 8 that even at the highest required semantic confidence of
α = 95%, the proposed solution can consistently outperform
the two benchmarks.

The similar performance gain can be found in Fig. 9,
where each solution is performed under two mean knowledge
matching degrees of τ = 0.3 and 0.7 w.r.t. β as in Definition 3.
To be explicit, under each τ , our two-stage solution can always
gain an extra STM performance around 2 kmsg/s to 6 kmsg/s
with the increasing number of MUs when compared with the
two baselines. In addition, the BA constraint of each method
is always satisfied, hence, we can see the STM performance
stabilizes from 130 MUs, which trend is consistent with that in
the previous figure. As for the impact of different knowledge
matching degrees, it always shows a reducing trend of STM as
τ decreases. Since the higher τ represents the larger likelihood
of having a good knowledge matching for SemCom, each
MU can correspondingly obtain a higher accuracy of message
interpretation, so that a better STM performance renders in
the IKM-based SC-Net.

Next, we evaluate the STM performance with different
semantic confidence levels α and knowledge matching degrees
τ in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, respectively, under varying numbers
of IKM-enabled BSs. Fig. 10 first presents the STM at
different α, and the higher STM is seen again by the lower
semantic confidence level, keeping the consistency with that
in Fig. 8. Note that the lower semantic confidence level is
generally inapplicable in practice, thus it may become tricky
to consider in the IKM-based SC-Net how to strike a good
balance between the preset risk level and the desired STM.
As for the effect of τ , as expected that the higher knowledge
matching degree still enables the better STM performance as
shown in Fig. 11. Furthermore, we can always see a higher
STM performance obtained by our solution when compared
with the two baselines, and a slow growth trend of STM is
also observed in all solutions as the number of BSs increases,
which can be credit to more available bandwidth at MUs.

Finally, if we laterally compare the results in both PKM-
based and IKM-based SC-Nets, it can be concluded that when
the knowledge matching state of MUs changes from PKM to
IKM, the penalty of STM performance is inevitable. Taking
Fig. 6 and Fig. 8 as examples, in the same simulation settings,
we observe an STM result around 42 kmsg/s by our solution
in the PKM case, while only 25 kmsg/s STM is obtained in the
IKM case. Due to the mismatching of partial KBs, the message
generation and interpretation ability of IKM-based semantic
coding models cannot be fully leveraged, which can incur a
certain degree of semantic ambiguity compared with that in
the PKM case. Therefore, it is of paramount importance to
guarantee adequate knowledge matching degrees in SemCom
to render a better network performance in the SC-Net.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper conducted a systematic study on SemCom from
a networking perspective. Specifically, two typical scenarios of
PKM-based and IKM-based SC-Nets were first identified, by

which we presented their respective semantic channel models
in combination with the existing works related to semantic
information theory. After that, the concept of B2M transfor-
mation along with the new network performance metric STM
were introduced in the two SC-Net scenarios, respectively.
Then we formulated the joint optimization problem of UA and
BA for each SC-Net scenario, followed by the correspond-
ing solution proposed with the aim of STM maximization.
Simulation results of both SC-Net scenarios demonstrated that
our proposed solutions can always outperform two traditional
benchmarks in terms of STM.

This paper promises to be a seminal work providing
valuable inspirations for several follow-up research topics
on wireless SemCom. For instance, it turns out that KB
matching should be a crucial factor to affect the quality of
SemCom service provisioning and the STM performance of
SC-Net, therefore, a pressing need of effective KB matching
algorithms inevitably arises in future research venues. Be-
sides, this work provides foundations to properly generalize
resource management solutions to other complicated SC-Net
scenarios, e.g., PKM-IKM-coexistence networks. Moreover,
some insights obtained from this work should inspire new
resource management strategies in alignment with different
new SemCom-relevant objectives, such as the accuracy of
message interpretation, latency of end-to-end links, and user
fairness in a semantical sense.
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